Model order reduction is a research direction which has attracted more interest to scientists in recent years. Actually there are many researches on model reduction for higher-order linear system but those on model reduction models for unstable higher-order linear system are still limited and existed many disadvantages. This paper presents extended balanced truncation algorithm for unstable linear system. At the same time, to complete extended balanced truncation algorithm for unstable linear system, the author gives one definition and two new theorems with adequate proofs to determine the upper bound formula of order reduction error thereby the algorithm can automatically reduce order of linear unstable system based on that formula. The illustration shows the correctness of the model order algorithm.
I. Introduction
There are two basic approaches to reduce order for unstable linear system as follows:
The first approach in [1] (indirectly order reduction (OR) method for unstable system) analyses the unstable system into sum of stable part and unstable part, and then, the OR algorithm such as balanced truncation [4] is applied to reduce order stable part. The new OR system is formed as the sum of order reduction part of stable system and unstable part. Under this approach, the effectiveness of order reduction depends mainly on order reduction algorithm applied to the stable system. However, in this approach the unstable system cannot be deleted in the OR system so the OR system always has higher order than the unstable one, which means this approach may not provide an enough good OR system to in-out relation of the original system in which unstable part occupies majority. But in reality, unstable parts often occupy a small share in the original system so this approach can give good OR results.
In the second approach (directly OR method for unstable system), the order of the unstable system is directly reduced under the extended balanced truncation algorithm of Zhou [7] , algorithm of LQG [6] , elemental analysis [2] , applied balanced truncation algorithm of Boess [5] , and extended balanced truncation of Zilochian [3] . The advantage of this approach is that order of OR system does not depend on order of the unstable system, which means order of this OR system can be lower than the unstable one's. However, algorithms following these methods have weaknesses as follows:
The extended balanced truncation algorithm of Zhou [7] need to address 4 Lyapunov equations so the computational complexity is high and it cannot be applied to all unstable systems and cannot give upper bound formula of order error reduction (OER).
The elemental analysis algorithm [2] requires experience of users and cannot give upper bound formula of OER.
The applied balanced truncation algorithm of Boess [5] has upper bound formula of OER but it only can be applied for discrete systems.
Study no. [3] has proposed mapping (transaction axes method) based on the value of the real part  of unstable poles having the largest real part value to switch unstable system into stable one, thereafter applying balanced truncation algorithm to reduce order. However, this algorithm has not given upper bound formula of OER so it cannot perform automatic reducing based on upper bound formula of OER. According to these analyses, the article will focus on completing the study on the OR algorithm for unstable systems under the second approach (directly OR unstable system method), namely the research on determining upper bound formula of OER of extended balanced truncation algorithm of Zilochian [3] so that the algorithm can perform automatic reduce order based on upper bound formula of OER.
II. Extended balanced truncation algorithm

Problem of order reduction model
A multiple-input and output linear system is given with continuous-time constant parameters described in space stated in the following equations:
In which, , , ,
The goal of the order reduction problem with model described by (2.1) is to find models described by systems of equations: , , r r r p q r r r r    A B C    and r n  , so that the model described by (2.2) can be replaced by the model described in (2.1) to be applied in analysis, design and control system.
Extended balanced truncation algorithm
The idea of the extended balanced truncation algorithm of Zilochian [3] is carried out mapping (the origin shift) to convert the original unstable system to stable form, then reduce order for stable system according to the extended balanced truncation algorithm obtaining the stable system. Finally, the algorithm performs backward projection (reverse the origin shelf) to convert the stable system to the unstable form similar to the original system.
The detailed content of the extended balanced truncation algorithm of Zilochian [3] is described as follows: Algorithm 2.2. The extended balanced truncation algorithm of Zilochian [3] Input: The system   , , A B C is described as (2.1) (Unstable system). The transfer function of system (2.1) is given by
Step 1: Identify the largest unstable pole  of system (2.1). Set real( ) , Step 3: Compute observability Gramian  Q and controllability Gramian  P of system   , ,
A B C from two Lyapunov equations:
Step 4: Compute Cholesky factorization of matrix
Step 5: Compute Cholesky factorization of matrix
R is upper triangle matrix.
Step 6: Compute SVD of matrix
Step 7: Compute nonsingular transformation
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Step 8: Compute
Step 9: Choose re-order r so that r << n.
Step 10:  ,
A B C is partitioned as follows::
We obtain reduced stable system  
Step 11: Convert reduced stable system   
Completing extended balanced truncation algorithm
The extended balanced truncation algorithm has not given upper bound formula of OER so it cannot perform automatic reduction based on upper bound formula of OER. To complete this algorithm, the authors will identify and prove the correctness of the upper bound formula of OER of this algorithm.
The transfer function of system (2.1) is given by
with  is a non-negative real numbers ( 0
is the largest singular value of ( ) s G . In the case that 0   the system (1) 
Then, the following things hold: 
. Step 3-10: Performing reduced order model system follows step 3 -10, the results are shown in the following 
10.15
Step 11 : Convert reduced stable system 1 ( ) s  S to the reduced  -stable system 
Step response and bode plots of the original system (15 th -order system), reduced order systems results are shown in Figure 1 . th -order system completely coincides with the ones of the original system.
-The order reduction error inder the standard H∞, of 4 th -order system is much more than the order reduction error of the 5 th , 6 th -order system; the step response of 4 th -order system completely coincides with the ones of the original system; bode plots of 4 th -order sytem is deviation from the bode plots of the original system in the low frequency (less than 1.98 rad/s).
Therefore, depending on the order reduction error request and the application range of the model order reduction in specific problem,we can choose the corres-ponding model order reduction for the original system. Especically, if we want the order reduction system having the lowest possible order and mainly care about the false step response compared to the small original system, we can choose the 4 thorder system instead of the original system. If we want the lowest order system but small order reduction error, the false step response and the false bode plots versus the small original system, we can choose the 5 th -order system instead of the original system.
The above result shows that the extended balanced truncation algorithm can reduce order for high-order unstable linear system.
Reducing higher-order controller
Design of controller of the bicycle balanced system under H sustainable control algorithm shown in detail in [8] Step response and bode plots of the original controller (30 th -order controller), reduced order controllers results are shown Figure 2 . Step response and bode plots of the 4 th , 5 th -order controller almost coincides with step and bode plots of the original controller. Therefore, the 5 th , 4 th -order controller can be used to replace the original controller. The above results show that the higher-order controller (unstable system) can be reduced by extended balanced truncation algorithm.
IV. Conclusions
The article introduced the extended balanced truncation algorithm. Besides, the author has come up with one definication and two new theorems with the adequate proof to determine the upper bound fomula of the order reduction error in order to complete the extended balanced truncation algorithm for unstable system. The stimulation results showed the correctness of the upper bound fomula of the order reduction error and the introducted algorithm.
